Mandeville Center contains several art-making spaces where students can unwind and enjoy.

The Career Services Center helps students discover exciting internship, advising, dining halls, fun annual events and more. For more information on the Stuart Collection visit stuartcollection.ucsd.edu
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UC SAN DIEGO COLLEGES

UC San Diego’s 1,200-acre campus consists of several smaller college neighborhoods. Every undergraduate student belongs to one of the colleges, which each consist of about 4,700 students and offer their own unique philosophy and general education requirements, as well as services for academic advising, dining halls, fun annual events and more. For more information on our college system, please visit admissions.ucsd.edu/colleges.

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT COLLEGE
roosevelt.ucsd.edu
Developing world citizens through scholarship, leadership and service. Est. 1988

JOHN MUIR COLLEGE
muir.ucsd.edu
Celebrating the independent spirit. Est. 1967

SEVENTH COLLEGE
seventh.ucsd.edu
Interdisciplinary explorations of our changing planet. Est. 2016

SIXTH COLLEGE
sixth.ucsd.edu
Innovation – Interconnected – Aware. Est. 2002

EARL WARREN COLLEGE
warren.ucsd.edu
Toward a life in balance. Est. 1974

REVELLE COLLEGE
revelle.ucsd.edu
Where the Arts, Sciences, and Humanities join to create and inspire well-rounded scholars. Est. 1964

THURGOOD MARshall COLLEGE
marshall.ucsd.edu
The Student as Scholar and Citizen. Est. 1970

For more information on the Stuart Collection visit stuartcollection.ucsd.edu

Download UC San Diego Virtual Tour admissions.ucsd.edu/tours

Join us for student-led tours (10 am Mon–Sat).
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